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Raleigh-Durham International Airport is 
embarking on an exciting future. As central 
North Carolina’s primary international 
airport, we take very seriously our role 
in serving the aviation needs of our thriving region. That’s why we are 
committed to the vital projects in Vision 2040, our ambitious master plan for 
the next 25 years.

Vision 2040 includes major infrastructure projects and amenities that will 
elevate the flying experience. Improvements begin with building a new 
primary 10,000-foot runway that can be extended to 11,500-feet, new 
taxiways and up to 23 new gates to accommodate passenger demand. The 
plan also calls for upgrading parking facilities, a more efficient roadway 
system in the terminal area, and a new consolidated rental car facility and 
ground transportation center, which will provide a connection to the region’s 
transit choice.

Why is Vision 2040 so important? Simply, it helps define the future of 
the airport while ensuring that it continues to meet our region’s growing 
demand and remains a driving economic force in the state of North Carolina. 
Throughout the process, we have been pleased with the community’s 
interest and involvement in shaping what our airport will look like for the 
next generation. The more than 1,000 comments we’ve received since 
June 2015 demonstrate the varied interests of our community, which are 
reflected in our proposed plan. 

As we work toward sharing our plan with the FAA for approval, we want to 
continue hearing from the public. Please take time to review our proposed 
plan and submit your feedback and questions via our website at 
vision2040.rdu.com. 

Thank you for taking the time to attend our Oct. 11 public workshop. We 
appreciate your interest and participation in our master planning process.

Sincerely,

Michael J. Landguth, A.A.E. 
President and CEO

Raleigh-Durham Airport Authority  
1000 Trade Drive, P.O. Box 80001 

 RDU Airport, NC 27623  
rdu.com

RDU PLAYS A KEY ROLE IN THE 
REGION’S ECONOMIC GROWTH 

Locally owned and operated, RDU is an economic engine that  
connects the region to the global economy.

20,600 
jobs supported by RDU operations

$8.5 BILLION
annual economic impact

10 MILLION 
passengers served each year

#rdu2040 
Join the Conversation



MAJOR PROJECTS

LEARN MORE AT
VISION2040.RDU.COM

Airfield Expansion
Rebuild Runway 5L/23R in a new location, with the ability to 
extend to 11,500 feet.

 Includes additional taxiways
 Allows current runway to be used while new one is built,  

no disruption in air service

Terminal Development
Expand existing terminals incrementally as demand warrants.

 Expansion of Terminal 2, including ticketing, bag claim and 
the Federal Inspection Services Facility

 Minor expansion of Terminal 1

Ground Transportation Improvements
Create new ground transportation facilities, including a rental car 
facility, transit connection for the region’s transit choice, parking and 
supporting roadway improvements.

 New Consolidated Rental Car Facility between terminals
 New Ground Transportation Centers at each terminal
 Additional parking between terminals
 Expanded parking along National Guard Drive as demand warrants

General Aviation Development
Support the growth of General Aviation through new facilities 
and locations.

 Expanded fixed-based operator space on the current  
General Aviation site

 New corporate hanger campus near north end of the airfield
 Land for a general aviation campus near Runway 14-32 for  

small aircraft


